We study the scalar convergence of sequences of convex sets defined by hm(sup cp(A,)) = p(A) for all cp in dual space. New properties are given. Relationship between scalar convergence and other known convergences is examined. Two natural distinct uniformities on nonvoid closed convex sets define the scalar convergence. The associated topology is the weakest such that A H d(A, H) is continuous for each hyperplane H. -* ,d~'
INTRODUCTION
Let E be a normed linear space with topological dual E' and (A,) a sequence in +&, (E) , the class of nonempty closed convex subsets of E. We say that (A,) is scalar-convergent or S-convergent to A eWO (E) if s(cp, A,) --, s(q, A) in R for all cp E E', where s(cp, A) = sup q(A).
The scalar convergence, (S) , of sequences of sets has its origins in statistics and was introduced by R. A. Wijsman [Wi] for finite dimensional spaces and used by B. Van Cutsem [VaCl, VaC2, VaC3] for studying sequences of random compact sets in Iw". The study of this notion in finite dimensions was made (under the name of *-convergence) by G. Salinetti and R. J.-B. Wets [Saw] . The first study of (S) in Banach spaces is due to F. S. De Blasi and J. Myjak [DBM] . These authors envisaged only sequences of bounded sets with bounded limit and the S-convergence is named weak convergence in opposition with Hausdorff convergence named strong convergence. We come back to the terminology introduced by B. Van Cutsem because we consider another convergence which is named 219 SONNTAG AND ZdLINESCU "weak" more naturally. This is Kuratowski convergence with respect to the weak topology (see [FiL] ). On the other hand we consider here also sequences of unbounded sets. In [Wi, Saw] one gives great importance to the S-convergence of sequences of cones. While preparing this paper we learned about the paper of S. Fitzpatrick and A. Lewis where a theorem of the present authors is generalized (see [So2, Prop. 241 and our Proposition 11) .
At last, the thesis of C. Hess contains also results concerning S-convergence, especially the semi-metrics df (see Section 5).
In this paper we purpose ourselves to complete the study of the S-convergence made in the above cited papers (especially [DBM] ) in several directions:
(a) We endow @&e,(E) with a separated topology Ys which is natural and easy to handle, for which (S) is its convergence.
(b) We introduce two different uniform structures on V,, (E) for which the corresponding topology is Ys. One of these structures is related directly to the definition of convergence in R, while the other one translates the continuity of the function A H d(A, H) for all closed hyperplanes Hc E. We also study the trace of these uniform structures on wb (E) , formed by the bounded elements of %&(I?), and compare it with the natural uniform structure of wb (E) . This study gives us the possibility to place the results of [DBM] in an adequate "topological" framework.
(c) We compare the S-convergence with other convergences (Kuratowski, Wijsman, Mosco, . ..) and especially with the weak convergence (K,) introduced by U. Mosco [Mos] . This comparative study is not only mathematically natural, the support functionals have many "operational rules" which make it easier to find the S-limit (see the Appendix).
Concerning other types of convergence the reader could consult the book of H. Attouch [A] , the survey paper of M. Baronti and P. L. Papini [BaP] , the manuscript [SOD] . See also [Mos, Ma, KT, BLLN, FrLL] .
NOTIONS AND NOTATIONS
Throughout the paper (E, 1) 11) is a normed linear space (n.1.s.) with dim E 3 1 and E' its topological dual endowed with the dual norm. The family of closed convex subsets of E is denoted by V(E), while &o(E) = q(E)\{@} and %'b(E)={A~%?,, (E) IA is bounded}. If p>O then gpW)= iA~%,bE)l /IAll GP>, where )I A (1 = sup { )I x 11 1 x E A }. The family of closed aftine hyperplanes of E is denoted by &f(E); an element of X (E) has the form H=H(cp,a)={x~EIcp(x)=a}, with CQEE'\{O}, cr~[w (even 11 cp /I = 1). If XC E then cl X or x denotes the closure of X, int X denotes its interior, while co X denotes its closed convex hull; X+ = {'PEE' I q(x)>0 for all XEX} and Xl= {q~E'Icp(x)=O for all XEX}. For (PEE' and A c E, s(cp, A)=sup{cp(x)lx~A} (with the conventions sup @ = -CC and inf @ = co). Of course, s( ., A) is the support functional of A. For u E E and XC E, d(u, X) = inf{ (I u -x )I I x E X}, while 4X Y)=inf(/Ix-.iII I XE X, y E Y} for YC E. Recall the well-known Ascoli's formula 4% wcp> NJ) = I a -d~)llll cp II.
For other useful formulae concerning support functionals and point-to-set and set-to-set distances see the Appendix.
Denote by B and S the sets {x~El Ilxll<l} and {xEE( I(xll=l}, respectively, and by B' and S' the corresponding sets in E'. For x, y E E, [x, y] denotes the segment {%x + (1 -A) y II+ E [0, I]}, while [x] or [wx denotes the linear subspace generated by {x}.
The element u EA c E is exposed if there exists cp E E' such that q(u) > cp(u) for all v E A\(u), while u is strongly exposed if u is exposed by cp and for every sequence (u, ) c A with cp(u, ) --) cp(u) we have /I U, -u I/ --t 0. The sets of exposed and strongly exposed points of A are denoted by exp A and strexp A, respectively. If f, g: E + R and A c E, the conjugate off is denoted by f *, the infconvolution off and g by f V g and the indicator function of A by IA.
Of course, Zj = s( ., A). For results and notations in convex analysis see [BaPr, La, Ro] .
As in the Introduction, we say that (A,) c V,,(E) S-converges to AE%'~(E) if
We denote this fact by A = S-lim A,. The restriction to the class @&o (E) is motivated by the relation s( ., A) =s( ., Co A) and the fact that ~(0, A,) + ~(0, a) if and only if A, = @ for large n. Of course, the delinition of S-convergence may be formulated in separated locally convex spaces and for nets instead of sequences. We recall here, for the reader's convenience, the notions of convergence of sequences of sets that we will need and use in what follows.
Metrical Notions
Let (M, d) be a metric space and 3$(M) the class of nonempty closed subsets of M.
We say that (A',,) c F0 (M) conuerges in the sense of Wijsman, (W), to XE 9$(M), denoted by X= W-lim X,, if
for every x E M.
We say that (X,)c&(M) converges in the sense of Hausdorff, (H), to XE 9$,(M), denoted by X= H-lim A',, if lim h(X,, X) = 0, where h(X, Y) = max(e(X, Y), e{ Y, X)), with e(X, Y) = sup { d(x, Y)] x E X}.
Topological Notions
Let (T, r) be a separated topological space. Let {A'; X,, n E N } be a family of nonempty subsets of T. We say that x E r-liminf A', if there exists (&I) -+x> with x, E X, for n E N, and XE r-limsup X,, if (x,,) -+x, with xnkeXnk for kEN.
Let us now have two topologies CJ and r on T with u coarser than t. We say that (X,) (a, r )-converges to X, denoted X= (a, r )-lim X,, , if r-liminf X, = a-limsup X, = X.
For particular choices of CJ and r one obtains several notions of convergence.
The convergence in the sense of set theory is obtained taking CJ = r = discrete topology. In this case hX,:= r-liminfX,= u n X,, n>l k2n
-7--hm x, : = r-limsup X, = n u Xk n>l k>n
The classical convergence in the sense of Kuratowski, (K), is obtained taking ~7 = z = the topology of the metric space (M, d) (see [Kur] ). In this case r-limsup X, = (7 cl fl>l The convergence in the sense of Mosco, (M) , is obtained taking CJ = w the weak topology of the n.1.s. E and r the norm topology of E. The weak conoergence, (K,) , is obtained taking CJ= r = w the weak topology of the n.1.s. E. There are many references for convergences (K) and (M). The interested reader may find a detailed bibliography in [Sol, So2] .
In a n.1.s. E the following implications hold: X = M-lim X, == X = K-lim X, and X= K,-lim X,,, X = W-lim X, = X = K-lim X,, X = H-lim X,, = X = M-lim X,, and X= W-lim X,.
Without supplementary assumptions on the space E there are not other implications between the above convergences. Concerning this problem the reader may consult [So2, Za, Be2, BoFi, BeBo].
SOME PROPERTIES OF S-CONVERGENCE
In the sequel we want to study the S-convergence and its relationships with other notions of convergence. As mentioned above, when discussing S-convergence all the sets are supposed to be in %$ (E) .
The next result gives some information about the S-limit of a sequence of sets. ProoJ (a) Let (A,,) be increasing. Then (s( ., A,)) is increasing, and so (see the Appendix), (b) Let now (A,) be decreasing and A = S-lim A,. We obtain immediately that A c nn a I A, =: B. On the other hand for every n we have B c A,, which implies that B c A. Therefore, A = n, a i A,.
(c) Let (A,) be arbitrary such that S-lim A,=A. Consider the sequence (B, ) c G$, (E), B, : = Co ( lJk a n A, ). Then (B, ) is decreasing. We have lims(.,A,)=limsups(.,A,,)=infs(., B,)=lims(., B,,).
By (b) we obtain A = nnZ1 B,. 1
Let us note that monotone decreasing sequence, even in %$(R), may have no S-limit. Denote u = inf Z, fi = sup Z, and similarly CI,, j, for n E RJ. Note that in our conditions c1 E Z is equivalent to CI E R. We may assume, without loss of generality, that 0 E In (n, b, Z,,) for all implications.
It is obvious that (a) and (b) are equivalent (sup I= s( 1, I) and inf I= -s( -1, I)), while the relation K-lim Z, = W-lim Z, is known (see [Saw] , for example).
(b)>(c). Let XEZ. If a<x<p then cl,,<x<fln for n>n'. Taking x,, =x for n >n' and x,EZ,, arbitrarily for n <n' we have x = lim x,. If x=B then PER and so fi,~tR for n>n' and take x,=B, for such n. Similarly if x = IX. If xllk E I,, for k E N then CI,~ d x 6 /i',, and so cx 6 x < /?. Therefore, x E Z and so Z = K-lim I,.
(c) * (b). Let y be limsup 8,. Then there exists (/?,,) with y = lim /?,,. If y=co and 0~6 then fink>6 for k>k', and so FEZ,,, for k>k'. Thus 6 E Z, and so /? > y. If y E lR then fl,, E [w for k > k'. As above we obtain that y E Z and, once again, y d /?. Take now x E I. Then there exists (x,) with x, E Z,, for every n and x = lim x,. As CI, 6 x d /?, we obtain x 6 liminf 8,) and so B < liminf Bn. Hence, fl= lim p,,. The proof for a = lim LX,, is similar. m 
Concerning monotone decreasing sequences of convex sets we have PROPOSITION 3. Let E be a reflexive Banach space and (A,,) E gb(E). Then (A,,) is S-convergent.
ProoJ: As A, is bounded there exists p > 0 such that A,, c pB for all n and so I s(cp, A,)1 d p I/ cp I/ for all rp E E' (see the Appendix). Since (s( ., A,)) is decreasing there exists f : E' -+ Iw such that f(cp) =lims(cp, A,) for all cp. From the above estimate we have I f(q)1 d p 11 cp 1) for cp E E'. Therefore, f is norm-continuous. As E is reflexive, f is w*-l.s.c., and so there exists A E%&(E) such that f= s( ., A). Hence, (A,) is S-convergent. 1
Let us note that the result of Proposition 3 is not true if E is not reflexive. These sets were considered first in [BeBo] .
The next result gives a characterization of the S-limit of a sequence in a particular case. To formulate it let us take A'= { cp E E'Is(cp, A) < 1) and A,'= {q~E'Is(cp,A)> 1).
PROPOSITION 4. Let {A; A,, no N> c Cc,(E) be such that OEA n m nplAn). ThenA=S-limA,,ifandonlyifA'climA~andA"climA~.
In particular, if {C; C,, n E N } c 9$(E) with C, cones, then C = S-lim C, if and only if C is cone and C+ = lim C,+ Proof. Let A = S-lim A, and cp E A'. As s(cp, A) < 1 there exists n' such that for n > n' we have s(cp, A,,) < 1, and so cp E lim A:. We obtain similarly that A"cb A;. Conversely, suppose that A' c lint A; and take cp E E'. Let s(cp, A) < u E R (hence c( > 0). Then c( -"p E A'. It follows that there exists n' such that for n>n' cr-'cp~Ai, i.e., s(cp, A.)<a. Hence, limsups(cp, A.)<s(cp, A). We obtain similarly that liminf s(cp, A,,) > s(cp, A) when A" c lim A",. Thus the conclusion of the first part holds. Let C, be cone for every n and C = S-lim C,. Then s( ., C) takes only the values 0 and co. Hence, C is cone. Let now C be cone. Then c' = -C+ and CS=E'\(-C+).
So Another characterization of the S-limit, which is a consequence of Proposition 14, but was the starting point for considering the uniform structure %! in Section 5, is Proof: (a) follows immediately from the formulae (A4) and (A7) of the Appendix. Taking p > 0 such that 1) A, 11 < p for all n, by using formulae (A7) and (A8), we obtain that
<P II T3,-T* Ic/Il+ ls(T* $, A.)-s(T* Ic/, All, and the conclusion follows. 1
EQUIVALENCE OF S-AND K,-CONVERGENCE IN SEPARABLE REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACES
As mentioned in the Introduction, it is important to know the relationships between convergences and situations when they are equivalent. The starting point for such relations is considering particular sequences, namely sequences of singletons. If A,, = {a, } c E then we note that (A,) Proof: (a) As A,c A for all n we obtain limsup s(., A,) <s( ., A). Let a < s(cp, A); then there exists XE A with CI < q(x). By hypothesis, there exists (x,) W-r x, x,EA, for all n. Therefore, G~-C cp(x,) <s(rp, A,,) for n > n', and so liminf s(cp, A,) 2 s(cp, A). The conclusion follows.
(b) Of course, A c w-liminf A,. Let XE w-limsup A,; there exists (x,,) "-r x, x,~ E A,, for all k. Suppose that x 4 A. Then there exists cp E E' such that q(x) > s(cp, A), whence we obtain the contradiction s(cp,A.,)~cp(x,,,)~cp(x)>s(cp,A). I
Without additional assumptions, even for sequences of bounded sets in %&b(E), the convergences (S) and (K,) are not equivalent, as shown by the following example. Also note that if E is not reflexive, even for sequences of (uniformly) bounded and decreasing sets (see Example 4) or of uniformly bounded and compact sets (see Example 7 below), there are not implications between (S) and (K,). EXAMPLE 7. Let E be not reflexive and (e,) c S a sequence which does not contain w-convergent subsequence. The existence of such a sequence is guaranteed by Eberlein-Smulian theorem (see also [BoFi] ). Take A,= [0, e,] and A = (0). Then A= K,-lim A, but (A,) is not S-convergent.
Suppose that (A,,) S-converges to A ego (E) . Denoting s( ., A) by f we have I f(cp)l < II cp 11 for all cp. It is obvious that s(cp, A,) = max (0, I}. But (a,) c R is convergent if and only if (max (0, CI, }) and (min (0, ~1, }) are convergent. As (A,) is S-convergent, it follows that there exists g: E' + lR such that g(cp) = lim cp(e,) for all cp. It follows that g is linear, norm-continuous and f(cp) = max { 0, g(q)} for all cp. Assuming that g is w*-continuous one obtains that (e,) is w-convergent. Therefore, A=as(.,A)(O)={o}, contradicting g # 0. Hence, (A,) does not S-converge.
We formulate now some results concerning the relations between (S) and other convergences which will lead to the main result of this section. Proof. By hypothesis we have w-limsup A, c A c w-liminf A,. Let cp E E'\ {0}, CI,, = sup cp(A,), CI = sup q(A). Consider u E A; then there exist u,, E A, for n E N such that u = w-lim u,. We obtain that q(u) 6 liminf CI,, and so c1< liminf CI,. Let now clGk + p : = limsup ~1,. There exists (c&) --f p with I.&, < c(,,~ for all k. Therefore, there exist u,, E A,, for all k such that @kk < (P(ka 1 d %k. As (u,,) is bounded and E is reflexive, taking a subsequence if necessary, we may suppose that w-lim unk = u. Hence, u E A and q(u) = b, whence LX < /?. Thus A = S-lim A,,.
The last part follows because (M) j (K,). 1
Using the same proof, with minor changes, we obtain also PROPOSITION 9'. Let {A;A,,n~N}c~O (E) and CcE be such that A,, c C for all n. Proof: (a) Suppose that C is w-compact (and so sequentially w-compact [Ho2, p. 1461). Let u E exp A. Then there exists cp E E' such that cp(u)>cp(u) for ueA\{u}; f o course q(u) = s(cp, A). As A,, is w-compact, there exists u,, E A, such that cp(u,) = s(cp, A,) for each n. Therefore, q(u) = lim cp(u,). As (u,) c C, there exists a subsequence (u,,)-% u'; then cp(u') = p(u) and U' E A, by Proposition 10. As u l exp A, we obtain that U' = U. It follows that u = w-lim u,.
(b) The same argument as above, but replacing weak convergence by norm convergence, shows that (b) holds.
(c) Let u E strexp A. Then there exists cp E E' such that q(u) = s(cp, A) and (u,) cA, cp(u)=limcp(u,) imply u=limu,. As s(cp, A)=lims(cp, A,,), there exists (u,) such that U, E A, c A for all n and lim cp(u,) =s(cp, A) = q(u). By the choice of cp we obtain u = lim u,. The conclusion follows. 1 PROPOSITION 11. Let As A, is convex for every n, B is convex. Since (A,) is uniformly bounded, we have Unal A, c pB for some p > 0. But in our conditions the weak topology is metrizable on pB, and so B is also w-closed. On the other hand, using a result of V. Klee [Kl, th. 4.51, we have that A = E?(exp A) c B. Now the conclusion follows from Proposition 9. 1 We also have h0~0sITI0N 11'. Let E be a Banach space and {A; A,, nE RJ} Cgb (E) . Remark. The result of Proposition 11 was obtained by us in 1987 (see [SOL] ). Note that the separability of E is used only to guarantee that w-liminf A, is closed. Meantime S. Fitzpatrick and AS. Lewis [FiL] have reobtained the result of Proposition 11 for general reflexive Banach spaces. In fact, working in dual spaces, they obtained the equivalence of (S) and (K,) for uniformly bounded sequences of sets in WCG-spaces (see [FiL] or [Di] ).
Taking into account the result of [FiL] we note that E is reflexive if and only if (S) and (K,) are equivalent for uniformly bounded sequences of sets in 5$ (E) .
As an application of Proposition 11 let us calculate the K,-limit of a sequence. The uniform structure defined by this family of semi-metrics will be denoted by 4?". In the sequel f will denote only the function introduced above.
C. Hess has already introduced this uniform structure in his thesis (see WeI 1.
Another uniform structure on %$, (E) , denoted by @, is defined by the family of semi-metrics {d,) HE X(E)}, where dH(4 w= I4.A H)-44 WI.
We remember that H = H(cp, a) = { u~Elcp(u)=cc}, where cp~S'and LXER. On V,,(E) we consider also the uniform structure defined by the family of semi-metrics (d% I cp E S' >, where while the traces of ui%' and % on g,, (E) are denoted by "li; and %Jbb, respectively. Note that taking cp in E' instead of S' one obtains the same uniform structures. The relation I f(f, 1 --f(h)l 6 It, -12 I > shows that J%; c d@'.
The following result shows the relationships between the uniform structures introduced above. Proof: (a) %I c @. Let us first note that for A E %$(E) and H= H(q, a) (cp ES') we have
infcp ( 
a< -M', while for q(B) we have the corresponding possibilities (l't(6'). By symmetry, we take only the cases (i,j') with 1 < i<j< 6. We must show that
(1, l'), (1, 2'), (2, 2') (2, 3'): a, b > M' > M.
(1, 3') (1, 5') are impossible: d (A, H,) and so I a' + b + 2M' I < E. From these relations we obtain 2M' -E < a' + b < 2M' + E, whence the contradiction 2M' < E.
(2,4'), (2, 5'), (3,4'), (3,5'): u>M'>,M and d(A, H,)=O, and so Denote by (l')-(3') the corresponding cases for cp( B). We consider the cases (i,j') with 16 i<j< 3.
( s(cp, B,) ) is a bounded decreasing sequence in [w for every cp E E'. Therefore, (B,) is a Cauchy sequence in (gbe,, Q*). We already know that (B,) has not S-limit, and so (%$(E), ai') is not complete.
Suppose now that E is rejlexive and take (A,,) c Vb (E) to be Cauchy. Then for every cp E E', (s (cp, A,) ) is a Cauchy sequence in R, and so it is convergent (and bounded). Therefore, sup, aI s(cp, A,) = sup cp(U,, 1 A,) E R for every cp E E'. It follows that Una, A, is bounded, i.e., (A,) is uniformly bounded. Denoting by F(q) the limit of (s(cp, A,)), we obtain the continuous sublinear function F: E' + KY. As E is reflexive, there exists A E W,, (E) such that F= s( ., A), and so A = a2-lim A,.
(b) (Wb(E) ,"li,) and (Wb(E), a,!,) are not complete. Indeed, take A, = nB. Then E = S-lim A,, and so (A,) is Cauchy in Wb(E) with respect to %':, and ah, but not convergent in this space. We also have that (%$(E), %' ) is not complete. Take, for example, A, = [n, 2n] . The sequence (A,,) is Cauchy, but has no limit in %&o (R) . Let now E= R* and A, = {(x, y) E R2 1(x + n)* + (n2 + 1) y2 <n* + 1 } for n E N. The sequence (A,,) is Cauchy with respect to %. Indeed, take cp E E', It is easy to see that d(A,, H) is convergent in R for every cp. Therefore, (A,) is Cauchy in (V,,(E), @). Suppose that (A,) is convergent in this space. Then (A,) S-converges to some A E+& (E) . Taking into account the expression of cp(A,), for cp defined by (u, u) instead of (a, b), we have that s((p,A.)= -nnu+(u*n*+u*+u*)"*, so that we must have s(cp, A) = 0 for u>O, = 1 VI for u=O, = co for u<O. But this is impossible because this function is not 1. If E is not reflexive the same proof (example) as in the proof of Proposition 15(a) shows that g,,(E) is not complete. Suppose that E is reflexive. To show that VP(E) is sequentially complete it is sufficient (and necessary) to show that VZQ(E) is closed in (wb (E) , &'). Let (Ai),,,cep(E) be such that !&'-lim Ai = A E %Fb(E). Then s(cp, A ) = lim s(cp, Ai) for every cp. But I s(cp, Ai)l d p II cp )I for every i and q. Therefore, I s(cp, A)1 <p /I cp 11. It follows that A E VQ (E). [ Let E' be separable and 9 = { (~~1 n E N } a dense subset of E'. The family of semi-metrics (di ( cp E B } defines a separated uniform structure a'(p) on Wb (E) . Of course, @'(.9)c @*. Since e*(S) is defined by a countable family of semi-metrics, it is metrisable, for example by the metric d defined by &A@= 1 2-"ls(cp,,A)-s(cp,,B)Il(1+Is(cp,,A)-s(cp,,B)l). n2l
It is easy to see that for every p > 0 the traces of +Y2 (F) and '22' on "e,(E) coincide. A natural question is if a*(F) and %* coincide, or, at least, the convergent sequences are the same. The answer is negative for the last question (and, of course, for the former). Let E = 12, B = {(x,) Ilk, x, = 0, V'n 3 k, X,E Q, Vn} and A, = [0, ne,]. We know from Example 6 that (A,) is not S-convergent, but for every cp EF there exists nV such that s(cp,A.)=O for n>n,, and so (A,) converges to (0) with respect to @'2(%F ).
APPENDIX
We collect in this section some properties of the support functionals that may be found in [Hol, Ho, AuE, DBM] .
In the sequel E and Fare n.1.s. and all the subsets are supposed to be in %(E).
(Al) A={u~Elcp(u)~s(cp,A),V~~E'}=as(.,A)(O).
Hence, OE Aos(.,A)>O.
(AlO) Let f: E' + R u {co}. There exists A EG&, (E) 
